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Section 4: Possible Solutions 
Introduction 
In the previous three sections, we analyzed various factors which contribute to housing 
overcrowding, affordability, and instability. Overall, we found that overcrowding and rent 
burden are common in the northwest Gateway region. These are areas are disproportionately 
lower-income, with larger Latino and Black populations compared to the rest of the area. They 
are also more likely than other areas to be zoned for multi-family development. In other words, 
higher-income neighborhoods zoned exclusively for single-family homes appear to be creating 
highly segregated, dense areas elsewhere in the region where people live by necessity (because 
they are the only areas with more affordable housing choices). 
 
At the same time, our regression analyses find that regardless of location, homeownership 
plays a significant role in improving long-term housing stability. With inadequate access to 
homeownership across many of the cities in the region, as a result of exclusionary single-family 
zoning, many Black and Latino residents of the Gateway region are shut out of the economic 
ladder and are forced into costly, overcrowded living arrangements in multi-family areas. 
 
In order to adequately address overcrowding, affordability, and instability, the Gateway Cities 
should consider a bold set of reforms to their zoning codes in order to give more people access 
to stable, long-term housing and homeownership: 
 

§ Mandatory inclusionary zoning would required developers to include affordable units 
when they construct a new housing project.  

§ Reduction in minimum lot sizes would allow property-owners to subdivide their 
properties and construct additional units.  

§ Upzones of single-family zones would allow the construction of more housing types—
like duplexes, triplexes, and townhomes—in areas which currently allow just one 
housing unit (and sometimes an “accessory” unit) per lot. 

 
These reforms would improve housing affordability for lower- and middle-income households 
by increasing the availability of cheaper duplexes, triplexes, and townhomes. Because these 
unit types divide land costs across multiple households, they would also be less expensive to 
purchase, improving housing access, equity, and stability.  
 
Possible Solution #1: Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning 
Housing affordability is an issue that faces many cities in the US, and one of the more popular 
policy responses are Inclusionary Zoning ordinances (IZ). In California alone, over 170 
jurisdictions have IZ ordinances (Keyser Marston Associates 2019). The general outline of an IZ 
program is that it encourages developers of multi-family buildings to make a portion of the 
units they build affordable to lower-income residents. According to the permit updates with the 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, the majority of Gateway Cities 
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have permitted zero units of housing affordable to very low-income households1. A program 
that encourages the development of low-priced units could be a valuable means of meeting a 
city’s housing goals. 
 
Theory 
Inclusionary Zoning policies generally require developers to make a certain percentage of the 
units they build in a multifamily development affordable to low-income people while providing 
density bonuses to offset the costs of the affordability requirements. While the affordability 
requirements are clear enough, the rationale for the density bonus needs some explanation. 
One of the concerns with IZ programs is that the cost of acquiring developable land is quite 
high, and if the affordability requirement prevents the developer from being able to cover both 
the cost of construction and the fixed cost of acquiring the land, then it might prevent any 
construction. The density bonus allows the developer to build additional units to spread the 
fixed cost of land acquisition across more units and offset the losses from the affordability 
requirement. Overall, research results on prices and construction are mixed, but the best 
evidence from California finds that overall housing construction does not decline and that 
within the jurisdiction the rent prices near the bottom of the rent distribution decrease, while 
the rent prices at the median increase (Knapp 2008). In other words, IZ policies tend to make 
rents a little higher for higher income people in order to make them cheaper for low income 
people. 
 
The Cases 
The success of IZ programs depends on the details of the ordinance, including aspects such as 
whether it is a mandatory or voluntary program, how generous the density bonus is, and how 
deep the affordability requirements are (Ramakrishnan et al 2019). It also depends on the 
strength of the housing market as it relies on the ability of market rate development to offset 
the cost of providing the affordable units (Stockton 2016).  
 
An example of a successful IZ program nearby to the Gateway Cities region is the Transit 
Oriented Communities program in the City of Los Angeles. Analyzing the details of this program 
and what makes it successful could yield important insights for cities in the Gateway 
considering their own ordinance. Inclusionary zoning laws can also be controversial because 
often the details of the programs are both complex and important, and involve numerous 
stakeholders from affordable housing advocates, to developers, and local residents (Stockton 
2016). While the City of LA’s Transit Oriented Communities program provides a good example 
of a successful IZ program, it was passed via referendum and thus not a useful guide to 
understanding the political process behind passing an IZ ordinance. However, recently the City 
of Long Beach passed its own IZ program and analyzing the details on how this program came 
into being could provide insight into the debates and coalitions that could form around the 
issue in other Gateway region cities. 
 

 
1 Permit data for the HCD is available at: https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-
element/index.shtml 
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City of Los Angeles Transit Oriented Communities Program 
The City of Los Angeles is facing very similar affordability issues as the Gateway Cities region, 
and in 2016 voters passed Measure JJJ to try to address the problem. Among the provisions of 
the measure was the requirement to create an inclusionary zoning policy specifically around 
major transit stops and in 2017 the city released its guidelines (Chiland 2017). The location of 
the IZ area is all parcels within a half a mile of a major transit stop. Figure 8 shows the locations 
of all these IZ areas (City of Los Angeles 2018). While this particular program implemented IZ 
policies around transit stops, the insights from understanding what made this program 
successful can be applied to programs in other, non-transit locations. 
 
Figure 8. Locations of TOC Inclusionary Zoning Areas in Los Angeles County 

 
 
Key Aspects of the Program 
The details of IZ programs vary substantially from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but they all contain 
a few key aspects. First, the size of developments the ordinance applies to, for example, in 
many jurisdictions, IZ programs only apply to buildings with five or more units. Second, is the 
share of units that need to be made affordable, the level of affordability, and how long the 
affordability requirement lasts. Third, most programs include a density bonus to help 
developers offset the cost of providing the affordable units, for example, a jurisdiction might 
allow the Floor-to-Area ratio of a development to increase by 20% if units are set aside for low-
income residents (Keyser Marston Associates 2019).  
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A final key aspect that is important in California is that the ordinance must provide alternate 
means for a developer to meet the affordability criteria. So, instead of building the required 
units in the current development, the developer needs to be given another option, such as 
paying a “fee in lieu” that can be used to support affordable housing development2 (California 
Affordable Housing Law Project 2018). What does the City of Los Angeles TOC program look 
like? 
 
First, the program only applies to developments that will have five or more units. The reason 
that this policy, and most IZ policies, exempt smaller developments is that keeping a unit 
affordable is costly to the developer and small developments do not have enough market rate 
units to spread out the cost across those units. Not every housing development is going to be, 
nor should be, a large complex and not exempting smaller developments from the 
requirements could really reduce the production of smaller buildings (Keyser Marston 
Associates 2019).  
 
Figure 9. Affordability Scale for Inclusionary Zoning 

Affordability Scale 
  Location Tiers 
Household Income Levels Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 
Extremely Low Income 8% 9% 10% 11% 
Very Low Income 11% 12% 14% 15% 
Lower Income 20% 21% 22% 23% 

 
The second aspect of IZ programs is the share of affordable units, the depth of the affordability, 
and the length of affordability. A summary of the program requirements is shown below. This 
program demonstrates the flexibility that can be designed into an IZ program. First, they define 
three levels of affordability – affordable for Extremely Low Income households (ELI), affordable 
for Very Low Income households (VLI), and affordable for Lower Income households (LI). The 
rents will be the most heavily restricted for the ELI households and least restricted for the LI 
households. Then they define four tiers based on the distance of the development from the 
major transit stop. The different tiers can be seen in the Figure 8 map.  
 
Within each tier, the requirement options are structured so that developers can either provide 
a smaller share of the most heavily restricted (ELI) units, or a gradually larger share of less 

 
2 In 2017, California passed AB 1505, which gives jurisdictions the right to pass mandatory IZ programs but 
stipulates the requirement that developers be given alternate paths to meeting the affordability requirement and 
sets out criteria under which the California Department of Housing and Community Development can review the 
ordinance. For additional details, see: http://www.pilpca.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Inclusionary-Zoning-
Revitalized-AB-1505-2018.pdf 
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restricted (VLI or LI) units. For example, in Tier 1 the developer has the option of providing 8% 
of units to ELI households, or 11% of units to VLI households, or 20% of units to LI households. 
The table shows that as the tiers increase, the affordability requirements become stricter. 
Finally, all affordable units are deed restricted to remain affordable for 55 years after which the 
unit can be reverted back to market rate (City of Los Angeles 2018). 
 
The geographic tiers based on distance to a transit stop add some complexity to the IZ program 
and some advocates claim that a uniform program across the entire jurisdiction is preferable to 
a geographically targeted one (Jacobus 2015). However, there is no actual research suggesting a 
uniform program is better than a targeted one (Ramakrishnan et al 2019). The sliding scales for 
tier level and income affordability allow IZ programs to be flexible to fit to the circumstances of 
different housing submarkets. Stronger submarkets within a jurisdiction could allow for a higher 
share of units to be set aside as affordable because higher market rates on the remaining units 
can cover the costs of keeping a larger share affordable. Conversely, in softer submarkets, a 
lower share of units could be set aside as affordable because the lower market rents might not 
as easily make up the costs of the affordable units. Similarly, giving developers different options 
for affordability provides the developer with the flexibility to do what is best for them while 
also providing affordable units for low income residents (Reyes 2018).  
 
The third important aspect is the density bonus given to developers to help offset the costs of 
providing the affordable units. These density bonuses provide allowable increases in the 
number of units in the building and the Floor Area Ratio (FAR). For example, developments in a 
Tier 1 zone are allowed to have 50% more units than what is allowed under the current zoning 
ordinance and allows a 40% increase in the FAR. These density bonuses also vary by tier and 
increase as the restrictedness of the tier increases, so that the most heavily restricted tier (Tier 
4) receives the largest bonus (City of Los Angeles 2018). Once again, the program demonstrates 
the ability to be flexible and tailored to local conditions. 
 
Figure 10. Proposed Density Bonus Schedule for Inclusionary Zoning 

Density Bonus Schedule 
  Location Tiers 
Density Bonus Type Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 
Increased Number of Units 50% 60% 70% 80% 
Increased Floor Area Ratio 40% 45% 50% 55% 

 
The final major aspect, as required by California law, is that the ordinance provide additional 
ways to meet the affordability requirement. In this program, there are two options. The first is 
to pay an in-lieu fee that goes directly into the LA City Affordable Housing Trust, and the second 
is to provide affordable housing units off-site. The second option contains the provision that the 
further away the offsite location, the more additional units need to be provided (City of Los 
Angeles 2018). 
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Additional Important Aspects 
Along with the standard aspects of an IZ program, the Transit Oriented Communities program 
had two additional features of note. The first is that the program provides a second incentive 
for participation, which is the relaxation of off-street parking requirements (City of Los Angeles 
2018). This feature is to some degree a consequence of the transit-oriented nature of the 
program but is an additional important feature nonetheless due to the high cost of providing 
off-street parking, which can be estimated at $50,000 per space (Curry 2014). 
 
While this particular incentive may or may not be appropriate for a city in the Gateway region, 
the important lesson to take away from this is that there are additional ways to allow 
developers offset the cost of affordable units in addition to providing dwelling unit or FAR 
increases.  Cities usually have a veritable menu of restrictions that could be used as additional 
cost offsets, like lot size minimums, setback rules, open space rules, and other similar rules that 
can be experimented with. 
 
The second important aspect of the program is that within the geographic tiers, development 
proposals that fit the parameters of the program were approved by-right or “ministerially.”3 
This process limits the ability of external parties to delay the construction of new units through 
public appeals or lawsuits, and reduces the risk to developers. A substantial part of the cost of 
development is the time and effort it takes to go through the usual entitlement process, so the 
by-right program can offset the costs of providing affordable units (Boarnet et al 2021). 
 
Program Outcomes 
The program launched near the beginning of 2018 has generally been considered quite 
successful. Using permit data from the City of Los Angeles, researchers at the USC Price School 
found that the in the first year and half of the programs existence, it permitted 464 TOC 
projects and generated more affordable units than the previous density bonus program did 
since it began in 2008 (Boarnet et al 2021).  
 
An aspect of IZ programs is that in weaker submarkets, the program might discourage 
production and result in little new development, but the USC researchers find that these 
projects were permitted across different markets.  
Figure 11 is reproduced from the paper and shows that the number of affordable units 
permitted in the two lowest median rent quintiles is roughly equal to the number of units 
permitted in the fourth quintile. The authors of the USC report also looked at the type of 
affordability that developers chose to offer and found that they preferred to offer a smaller 
share of more deeply affordable units instead of a larger share of more moderately affordable 
units (Boarnet et al 2021).  
 

 
3 The Transit Oriented Communities program also offers the option to request additional incentives beyond those 
outlined here. If a developer chooses to ask for additional incentives, the application still receives an expedited 
decision, but it becomes subject to public appeals and hearings. 
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Figure 11. Affordable Units Permitted versus Market-Rate Units Constructed 

 
 
One of the aspects of this program that the USC researchers highlight made it successful is the 
by-right and expedited review process for permitting construction. Roughly half of the TOC 
projects took the baseline density incentives and skipped entitlement altogether. For the other 
half of projects that requested additional incentives and went through the expedited process, 
they report that entitlement took only six months on average, compared to an average of 13 
months for other projects in Los Angeles (Boarnet et al 2021).   
 
A report written by the Berkeley College of Environmental Design also reported that in 
interviews with developers, they were very optimistic about the TOC program. Some of the 
developers also highlighted the reduced parking requirements and some of the other optional 
incentives that allowed for easier in-fill development. The authors of the report, however, also 
highlight the importance of the by-right and expedited review features of the program as well 
(Vallianatos 2019). An important consideration when setting the affordability and density 
bonuses is that the affordability requirements needs to simultaneously encourage affordable 
housing development, while the density bonus needs to be generous enough so that total 
housing development is not discouraged, but not so generous that it provides substantial 
excess profits to developers. Jorge De La Roca explained the difficulty in setting the density 
bonus policy in an interview,  
 

There is a fundamental tradeoff…you want to do it [set the density bonus] in such a way 
that you entice the developer to take up this program, to participate, without giving 
them too much of a windfall. It’s hard to determine what the optimal combination 
(Hicks 2021). 
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Fortunately, the researchers found that the program triangulates that trade off really well. In 
the same interview, Richard Green stated: 
 

To follow up on Jorge’s point about windfalls, what our analysis showed was that the 
great thing about TOC is that it did exactly what you want policy to do, which is it gives 
the private sector actor a little nudge but not a windfall, you know you have to give 
them a little more money to get them to do what you want them to do…but they are 
not being shoveled a bunch of money (Hicks 2021). 

 
Overall, while the TOC inclusionary zoning policy has only been implemented for about two 
years, the results have been highly promising.  
 
City of Long Beach Inclusionary Zoning 
In early February 2021, the City Council of the City of Long Beach approved an ordinance for a 
new inclusionary zoning policy. It was the culmination of work that began in 2017 when the 
Department of Development Services released a report outlining 29 policies for encouraging 
affordable housing production, of which inclusionary zoning was one. The process and debate 
that took place within the City of Long Beach could provide a useful guide to the process and 
debates that other Gateway region cities could confront while considering an IZ policy. 
 
The Road to the City of Long Beach IZ Policy 
After the report outlining the 29 policies was delivered to the City Council, the Council directed 
the staff to begin formulating an inclusionary zoning policy. The formulation began in earnest in 
2018. They held two community meetings in December 2018, to elicit feedback on public 
appetite for an IZ program and contracted an economic consultant to perform a financial 
feasibility analysis for a mandatory IZ program in Long Beach (Osier 2018). This is an important 
beginning step as one of the state requirements for an IZ program is that it cannot restrict the 
development of new housing or unduly burden property owners. An economic impact analysis 
is an important way of ensuring the IZ policy fits that criteria and can help identify submarkets 
where an IZ program can be tailored. An economic analysis is going to be an important part of 
all Gateway region city’s process of adopting an IZ policy.  
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Figure 12. City of Long Beach – Inclusionary Housing Policy, Proposed Submarket Areas. 

 
 
 
The results of the analysis were shared in a community meeting in June of 2019 and were 
reviewed and discussed during a Planning Commission meeting in August 2019 (Ruiz 2019). The 
analysis provided estimates of the feasible share of units that could be affordable at different 
income levels and calculated the size of a possible in-lieu fee. Most controversially, it proposed 
dividing the city into two submarkets ( 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12) with different programs in those markets. This was done because the first submarket 
had seen strong demand for residential investment and was thought to be able to sustain an IZ 
program while there was almost no residential investment in submarket 2 over the past 30 
years and worries that an IZ program would further restrict residential development. As a 
result, only submarket 1 was recommended for a mandatory IZ program, while the analysis 
recommended that submarket 2 have a voluntary incentive program or a trigger that makes an 
IZ component only mandatory of a proposed development requires a zoning or plan update 
(Keyser Marston Associates 2019).  
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The public response to the analysis was, overall, quite positive. Most of the people who spoke 
were supportive of an inclusionary zoning program. The most frequently shared concern 
related to the proposed division of the city into two zones in the analysis. Representatives from 
local tenants right and other progressive organizations like Long Beach Forward and the Long 
Beach branch of the Legal Aid Society all pushed for a city-wide mandatory program (Ruiz 
2019). Other concerns brought up during the meeting involved no net loss provisions, which 
would ensure that any new development would not reduce the total number of affordable 
housing units. Representatives from the Building Industry Association also voiced support for an 
IZ program, but urged the city to consider a stronger voluntary program and highlighted the 
importance of incentives and bonuses in ensuring that an IZ program gets used (Long Beach 
Planning Commission Staff 2019). 
 
The next milestone in the creation of the IZ program was a meeting of the Planning Commission 
in February where the first staff proposed ordinance was made public. This proposal included a 
recommendation for a mandatory IZ program in their submarket 1, which would require 12% of 
units to be made affordable with half for low income and half for moderate income households. 
It would phase those requirements in over four years and require that unit to be affordable for 
55 years. In submarket 2, it would only have an incentive program for affordable units and not a 
mandatory program (Evans 2020).  
 
The response to this proposal was not enthusiastic. There were a number of provisions that 
housing advocates opposed, specifically that the requirements were for moderate income 
households, but did not include very low-income or extremely low-income households. They 
viewed the very low-income households as the most in need and rejected to decision to focus 
on moderate income households. Senior citizen groups like the Long Beach Grey Panthers were 
also opposed to the focus on moderate income households and were worried about very low-
income seniors. The phased in approach also drew criticism as it was not aggressive enough in 
to tackle a crisis that is here today. The decision to divide the city into submarkets and only 
propose a mandatory program in one submarket continued to be criticized (Long Beach 
Planning Commission Staff 2020). Developer advocates like Building Industry Association and 
the Downtown Long Beach Alliance continued to voice concerns about the mandatory nature of 
the program and advocated for more generous incentives (Evans 2020). The DLBA even 
commissioned an outside consultant to peer review the city’s original economic analysis (Long 
Beach Planning Commission Staff 2020). 
 
Ultimately, after input from the Planning Commission and the public, the staff changed the 
affordability requirements to make 25% of the affordable units for very low-income 
households, 25% for low-income households, and 50% for moderate income households. The 
proposal with this one change was then presented to the city council in July 2020. During the 
discussion, the City Council requested that the policy be amended so instead of 12% of units 
being set aside as affordable, only 11% would be set aside, and that all of them be affordable to 
very low-income households. They also decreased the phase in schedule from four years to 
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three years. Overall, the tenants rights advocates considered these changes a major win, 
though they still did not get their desire for a city-wide policy (Ruiz 2020). 
 
Finally, in January 2021 the City Council passed the ordinance for an IZ program that required 
developers in the Downtown and Long Beach Boulevard submarket to set 11% of units aside for 
very low-income households. The requirements were phased in through 2023 and required 
those units to be affordable for 55 years. There was also a “no net-loss” provision that required 
developers to replace any affordable units they knock down, but this requirement ends in 2025 
(Ruiz 2021).      
 
Key Aspects of the Debate 
The narrative above describes the whole process, but there are two key aspects of the process 
that are important to highlight including who the major stakeholders were, and what the main 
points of contention were. 
The Major Stakeholders 
The coalitions that formed on either side of the issue are important for understanding the 
shape the public debate will take. The first set of actors generally advocated for a stronger IZ 
program. This group included tenants rights organizations and other low-income advocacy 
groups such as Long Beach Forward and the Legal Aid Society. Senior citizen groups such as the 
Gray Panthers were another set of organizations that expressed similar concerns to the tenants 
rights groups. These are all primarily non-profit and citizen led groups that spoke to the 
planning commission and city council directly, organized citizens to speak out, and wrote letters 
expressing their concerns.  
 
Another set of actors were on the other side of the issue and generally advocated for a weaker 
IZ program. This group included landowners and builders’ groups such as the Building Industry 
Association and the Downtown Long Beach Alliance. Representatives of these organizations 
spoke at public meetings and also delivered letters to the planning commission. They also 
commissioned another consulting firm to perform a peer review of the city’s economic study to 
support their position. These are all non-profit industry groups and given that they were able to 
hire a consulting firm to review the city’s work, they are also likely much more well-funded than 
the other organizations. 
 
One of the most important actors for shaping the final legislation was actually the consulting 
firm the city hired to do the economic analysis, Keyser Marston. State law requires an IZ 
program to not be overly onerous to developers and Keyser Marston’s work was an important 
part of meeting that requirement. As a result of that analysis, they played a major role in 
shaping the legislation including the submarket approach and in laying out options for the 
affordability requirements.  
 
Major Points of Contention 
There were numerous points of contention with the proposed policy, but three stand out as the 
most important. The first and potentially the biggest point was the submarket approach to the 
IZ program. This approach was taken because there was not enough recent residential 
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development for an analysis that would support a mandatory IZ program, but the tenants rights 
organizations were very opposed to that approach, likening it to redlining and supporting a 
mandatory program across the whole city. The builder groups were also opposed to the 
proposal but came at it from the other direction and supported a voluntary program across the 
whole city. Ultimately, the city followed the submarket approach largely because the economic 
consultant was not able to show a mandatory program would not present an onerous burden 
to developers, highlighting the importance of the economic consultant in the policy project.  
 
The second major point of contention was the depth and extent of the affordability 
requirements. The original proposal was for the units to be affordable to low- and moderate-
income households. Tenants and senior groups were staunchly opposed to this and requested 
affordability for very low-income households. During their statements in public forums, the 
representatives from the builders and landlord groups never really commented on this, and 
ultimately the city council sided with the tenant groups so that the final policy required all 
affordable units be affordable to very low-income households. 
 
From the perspective of the builders groups, the most important aspect of the program was the 
density bonus and other incentives. They pushed for more generous density bonuses to offset 
the cost of the affordable housing units. Interestingly, in their public statements, the tenants 
groups never really mentioned the bonus program, but ultimately the bonus in the final 
program is simply the already existing state density bonus. 
 
Key Takeaways from the Cases 
Transit Oriented Communities 
The first, and most straightforward lesson, is simply that inclusionary zoning can be an effective 
tool to increase affordable housing production. According to the permit updates with the 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, the majority of Gateway Cities 
have permitted zero units of housing affordable to very low-income households4. A well-
structured inclusionary housing program can assist cities in meeting their RHNA production 
goals. Having said that, an IZ program will not meet all the housing needs of a jurisdiction, but 
should only be one part of the solution.  
 
The second lesson, that is related to the first, is that IZ programs can work in weaker rental 
markets. In LA the majority of new TOC projects were permitted in submarkets with the two 
lowest median rent quintiles. Again, the program does not need to be one size fits all and can 
be tailored to the needs of the submarket. 
 
Third, providing flexibility in the affordability requirements and density bonus is key. The goal is 
to provide incentives for developers to provide affordable housing without giving them a 
windfall, and the combination of affordability requirements and bonus offsets that achieves 
that is likely to be different in different submarkets. The City of Los Angeles is planning to use 

 
4 Permit data for the HCD is available at: https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-
element/index.shtml 
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the results from the USC study to update the incentives to encourage affordable housing 
production in submarkets in which it is currently lacking. The Gateway Cities region also has 
access to great universities like USC, UCLA, and Cal State Los Angeles that it can partner with to 
evaluate and revise the program as necessary. 
 
The final takeaway is to embrace the power of by-right or expedited approval for development. 
Both major research groups that have examined the program have highlighted the importance 
of the quick review process for encouraging participation. Reducing the risk and uncertainty of 
the entitlement process can help make developers more confident that projects they begin will 
not be halted and will encourage them to produce more units. 
 
City of Long Beach Inclusionary Housing 
The first important insight from the City Long Beach process to pass an IZ ordinance is that it 
took several years from start to finish. It began in 2018 with the initial meetings with the public 
and ended in early 2021. Constituents will (rightly) argue that help is needed now, and staff 
should make it clear that this policy will not be turned around in six months, but that they are 
(or should be) pursuing other policies that provide more immediate assistance.  
 
The second insight is the importance of hiring an experienced economic consultant to do the 
economic feasibility analysis. The City of Long Beach economic consultant played a key role in 
shaping the IZ ordinance and in particular the different submarket approaches. Representatives 
from the consultant were also important in explaining the analyses and the justifications for 
different aspects of the policy. Given the legal landscape of IZ policies in California, it will be 
very important to hire an experienced economic consultant to assist in planning the policy. 
 
The third takeaway from the case is the importance of the depth of affordability to local 
constituents. In general, there will be a tradeoff between the share of units that are required to 
be affordable and the depth of the affordability. In this case greater emphasis was placed on 
depth of affordability so that from beginning to end, the share of affordability decreased 
slightly (12% to 11%), while the depth of affordability increased (from affordable to moderate 
income families to affordable for very-low income families). Cities should be prepared to 
consider this tradeoff.   
 
Conclusion 
Inclusionary zoning is a popular housing policy that has been implemented in many 
jurisdications in California. It has a lot of moving pieces with nuanced details that can be 
important determinants of a policy’s success. These details will result in vigorous public debate 
that cities should be prepared to have. A well-designed policy can be an important driver of 
production of more affordable housing units in a region that has struggled to produce them. 
The cases of the City of Los Angeles Transit Oriented Communities policy and the City of Long 
Beach IZ policy offer important lessons on what a successful program could look like and what 
the shape of debates in a city could be. While this program can encourage the production of 
affordable housing it is not a silver and bullet and should be paired with other promising 
policies that together can tackle the regions housing needs. 
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